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Journeys through Emerging Adulthood Alan Reifman 2022-07-29 Journeys through Emerging Adulthood takes
the reader on a tour of contemporary transitions to adulthood, reporting on the latest cross-national and
cross-cultural research into young adulthood and separating fact from ﬁction about this important life phase.
Alan Reifman shows how today’s youth are taking more time to enter traditional adult roles, and explores the
beneﬁts and disadvantages of this gradual emergence into adulthood. This essential textbook navigates the
research that reveals the substantial variety in young people’s paths to adulthood. It covers the spectrum of
the young adult experience, examining the inﬂuence that parents have on their grown children’s progress
and identity as adults, and considering the impact of traditional milestones such as higher education,
establishing a career, forming romantic relationships and becoming a parent. It examines key topics
including mental health in emerging adults and the likelihood of substance abuse, and how young adults
might reach out into the community through volunteerism, religious involvement and political activism. Each
section includes examples and studies conducted in a range of countries, exploring how the journey to
adulthood can vary according to cultural context as well as individual circumstance. The book aﬃrms that
while there is great variety in how one transitions to adulthood, there is no correct path, and most people
fare well – or even thrive – in adulthood. Featuring end-of-chapter summaries, quizzes and activities,
Journeys Through Emerging Adulthood provides an accessible yet comprehensive overview of this signiﬁcant
life stage, connecting fundamental psychological theories with modern social phenomena. Reifman’s text is
essential reading for both undergraduate and graduate students of psychology, human development and
sociology, as well as students and researchers of any discipline interested in the path to adulthood.
Organization and Administration of Physical Education Jayne D. Greenberg 2019-01-22 If you want to know
how to be the best, you learn from the best. Two SHAPE America Physical Education Administrators of the
Year share what it takes to be an outstanding administrator in Organization and Administration of Physical
Education: Theory and Practice. Jayne Greenberg and Judy LoBianco, veteran leaders in the ﬁeld with
decades of successful administration experience, head a sterling list of contributors who have taught at the
elementary, middle school, high school, and college levels in urban, suburban, and rural settings. Together,
these contributors expound on the roles and responsibilities of physical education administrators through
both theoretical and practical lenses. The result is a book that will be highly useful to undergraduate
students looking to enter the ﬁeld, as well as a resource for administrators in physical education leadership
positions who are looking to acquire new skills and innovative ideas in each of the ﬁve areas of responsibility
covered in the book. Part I covers leadership, organization, and planning. It explores leadership and
management styles and presents practical theories of motivation, development, and planning. It also looks at
how to plan for the essential components of an eﬀective, quality physical education program. In part II,
readers examine various curriculum and instruction models and navigate through curriculum theory and
mapping. This section also oﬀers guidance on planning events, including special programs and fundraising
projects, and how to build a team and secure community connections for those special events. Part III helps
administrators plan and design new school sites or renovate existing ones, and it presents contemporary
concepts in universal design and sustainable environmental design. It also oﬀers ideas on how to incorporate
technology to meet the needs of 21st-century learners, including the use of social media and robotics in
delivering instruction and communication. Part IV explores written, verbal, and electronic communication
issues, as well as legal and human resource issues. Administrators learn how to lobby and advocate for
physical education, how the legal system aﬀects schools, and how to examine personnel issues, bullying, and
harassment. Part V explains the ﬁscal responsibilities inherent in administrative positions, including
budgeting, bidding, and purchasing. It also shows how administrators can secure funding independent of
district or local funding, oﬀering many examples of grants and fundraising opportunities with sample grant
applications. Throughout the text, special features—Advice From the Field and Leadership in Action—share
tips, nuggets of wisdom, and examples of administrators excelling in their various responsibilities. The book
also comes with many practical examples of forms that are useful in carrying out responsibilities, and each
chapter oﬀers objectives, a list of key concepts, and review questions to facilitate the learning. In addition,
the text has related online resources consisting of supportive materials and documents. Organization and
Administration of Physical Education: Theory and Practice, published with SHAPE America, oﬀers the solid
foundational theory that administrators need and shows how to put that theory into daily practice. Note: A
code for accessing HKPropel is included with this ebook.
Teach Janice Koch 2018-12-04 Teach is a concise introduction to education that challenges readers’
preconceived notions of teaching in order to transform them into reﬂective practitioners. Empathizing with
the diﬃculties students face as they move from the college classroom to their own classrooms, revered
author Janice Koch invites readers to both reﬂect on their own dispositions for teaching and look outside of
themselves to the demands of the profession, making the philosophy of teaching and learning accessible and
relevant. The Fourth Edition emphasizes the changing student population and the role of technology and
globalization in the ﬁeld, while also including the Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
(InTASC) standards correlating with each chapter’s content. With the guidance of this supportive text,
readers will gain vital exposure by engaging with professional standards from the very start of their career.
Leading Pharmaceutical Innovation Oliver Gassmann 2018-05-10 Pharmaceutical giants have been doubling
their investments in drug development, only to see new drug approvals to remain constant for the past
decade. This book investigates and highlights a set of proactive strategies, aimed at generating sustainable
competitive advantage for its protagonists based on value-generating business practices. We focus on three
sources of pharmaceutical innovation: new management methods in the drug development pipeline, new
technologies as enablers for cutting-edge R&D, and new forms of internationalisation, such as outside-in
innovation in the early phases of R&D.
Teaching at Its Best Linda B. Nilson 2016-07-18 The classic teaching toolbox, updated with new research and
ideas Teaching at Its Best is the bestselling, research-based toolbox for college instructors at any level, in
any higher education setting. Packed with practical guidance, proven techniques, and expert perspectives,
this book helps instructors improve student learning both face-to-face and online. This new fourth edition
features ﬁve new chapters on building critical thinking into course design, creating a welcoming classroom
environment, helping students learn how to learn, giving and receiving feedback, and teaching in multiple
modes, along with the latest research and new questions to facilitate faculty discussion. Topics include new
coverage of the ﬂipped classroom, cutting-edge technologies, self-regulated learning, the mental processes
involved in learning and memory, and more, in the accessible format and easy-to-understand style that has
made this book a much-valued resource among college faculty. Good instructors are always looking for ways
to improve student learning. With college classrooms becoming increasingly varied by age, ability, and
experience, the need for fresh ideas and techniques has never been greater. This book provides a wealth of
research-backed practices that apply across the board. Teach students practical, real-world problem solving
Interpret student ratings accurately Boost motivation and help students understand how they learn Explore
alternative techniques, formats, activities, and exercises Given the ever-growing body of research on student
learning, faculty now have many more choices of eﬀective teaching strategies than they used to have, along
with many more ways to achieve excellence in the classroom. Teaching at Its Best is an invaluable toolbox
for refreshing your approach, and providing the exceptional education your students deserve.
Not Quite Australian Peter Mares 2016-08-01 Permanent migration has long been vital to the story of
Australia. From the arrival of early settlers to waves of post-war immigration, the symbolic moment of
disembarking onto Australian soil is an image deeply embedded in our nation’s consciousness. Today, there
are more than million temporary migrants living in Australia. They work, pay tax and abide by our laws, yet
they remain unrecognised as citizens. All the while, this rise in temporary migration is redeﬁning Australian
society, from wage wars and healthcare beneﬁts, to broader ideas of national identity and cultural diversity.
In Not Quite Australian, award-winning journalist Peter Mares draws on case studies, interviews and personal
stories to investigate the complex realities of this new era of temporary migration. Mares considers such
issues as the expansion of the 457 work visa, the unique experience of New Zealand migrants, the
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internationalisation of Australia's education system and our highly politicised asylum-seeker policies to draw
conclusions about our nation's changing landscape. Not Quite Australian is packed with fresh insight and
challenging new ideas for understanding Australia’s growing culture of temporary migration. Peter Mares is
an independent writer and researcher. He is a contributing editor with the online magazine Inside Story and a
senior moderator with The Cranlana Programme. Peter was a broadcaster with the ABC for twenty-ﬁve years,
serving as a foreign correspondent based in Hanoi and presenting national radio programs. He is the author
of the award-winning book Borderline: Australia's Response to Refugees and Asylum Seekers in the Wake of
the Tampa and has written about migration for many media outlets including the Age, Australian Financial
Review and Griﬃth Review. Peter lives in Melbourne with his wife and son. ‘Mares is indefatigable in his data
gathering and scrupulously even-handed in weighing the evidence. He strikes an exquisite balance between
the personal and scholarly, the humane and tough-mindedness. Not Quite Australian is big-picture
storytelling with a pulse, always keeping ideals, blunt realities and people—the exposed who want a place
and the lucky ones entrenched here—in the frame.’ Australian ‘An important and timely contribution to the
debate about how Australia should handle the migration of people to its territory, and I highly recommend it.’
Australian Book Review ‘Compellingly readable...[Mares’] research is comprehensive, intellectually deft,
ethically and philosophically grounded—but digestible, and personally attested...This is on-the-ground,
people-focused journalism of the highest kind.’ Sydney Morning Herald ‘Mares has once again presented a
controversial and complicated topic with clarity and humanity. At a time when a national conversation about
what it means to be Australian (or unAustralian) seems daily social media fodder, Not Quite Australian is an
important contribution. And a reminder of the importance of thorough, slow-burn journalism in the hot-takes
age.’ Big Issue ‘This detailed, careful and topical book is illuminated by the personal stories of individuals and
families caught up in a complex and bureaucratic system, and it leaves a lasting impression of an Australia
that is becoming a two-tiered country...Powerful and persuasive.’ Overland ‘This book is one which should be
read by policymakers and concerned citizens alike.’ Spectator ‘One of the most important books published in
Australia in 2016. An impressive account of one of the biggest scandals in contemporary Australia; how
we’ve sleepwalked into a policy environment that encourages the systemic exploitation of an underclass of
millions of temporary migrants in our country.’ Tim Watts
Renewing Democracy in Young America Daniel Hart 2017-12-29 With a government plagued by systemic ills
and deep ideological divides, democracy, as we know it, is in jeopardy. Yet, ironically, voter apathy remains
prevalent and evidence suggests standard civic education has done little to instill a sense of civic duty in the
American public. While some are waiting for change to come from within, trying to inﬂuence already
polarized voters, or counting down the days until the "next election," leading child and adolescent
development experts Daniel Hart and James Youniss are looking to another solution: America's youth. In
Renewing Democracy in Young America, Hart and Youniss examine the widening generation gap, the
concentration of wealth in pockets of the US, and the polarized political climate, and they arrive at a
compelling solution to some of the most hotly contested issues of our time. The future of democracy
depends on the American people seeing citizenship as a long-term psychological identity, and thus it is
critical that youth have the opportunity to act as citizens during the time of their identity formation.
Proposing that 16- and 17-year-olds be able to vote in municipal elections and suggesting that schools create
science-based, community-oriented environmental engagement programs, the authors expound that by
engaging youth through direct citizen-participatory experiences, we can successfully create active and
committed citizens. Political scientists, media commentators, and citizens alike agree that democratic
processes are broken across the nation, but we cannot stop at simply showing that our political system is
dysfunctional. Refreshingly lucid and unabashedly hopeful, Renewing Democracy in Young America is an
impeccably timed call to action.
Quality Management in Higher Education Marmar Mukhopadhyay 2016-07-18 A timely intervention as higher
education in India begins to pay equal importance to Quality, alongside Access and Equity. Indian higher
education is the third largest in the world. It is undergoing unprecedented expansion and reforms. Yet, no
Indian university ﬁgures among the World’s Top 100! The problem lies primarily with the quality of higher
education. This book serves as a quality management guide for the heads of colleges and universities,
focusing on issues, techniques and improvement at the institutional level. In building up a sound framework,
it eﬀectively combines generic methods and techniques with speciﬁc mechanisms of quality assurance for incampus activities such as curriculum planning, teaching learning processes, human resource management,
infrastructure management and information and communication technologies. The author’s expertise as a
management scientist, trainer of heads of higher education institutes and experience of institution building
gives the book an extra edge.
Cheering for the Children: Creating Pathways to HOPE for Children Exposed to Trauma Casey Gwinn
2015-04-06 If we as a nation invested the money and time necessary to give every trauma-exposed child a
cheerleader, we would empty our prisons and mental health facilities within two generations. We would
dramatically reduce intimate partner violence and see stunning drops in crime rates across all categories.
We have the resources and we know what to do. It is only a question of our priorities and commitment.
Cheering for the Children is a clarion call to all caring people to become cheerleaders for children exposed to
trauma and abuse. Author Casey Gwinn, former elected San Diego city attorney and a leading domestic
violence professional, explains why childhood trauma should be the preeminent public health issue in
America today and how we can all help change the lives of children for the better. In this compelling and
well-documented book, Gwinn maps out the massive costs and lifelong consequences of unaddressed
childhood trauma through the internationally recognized Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study and
other critical research. Then, using his own personal journey through trauma, lessons learned from leading
experts across the country, and poignant real-life anecdotes from survivors, he provides the big strategies
and small, practical steps that every parent, grandparent, mentor, caring community member, and
policymaker can take to make a diﬀerence in the lives of their own children and the hurting children of
America.
Our Sexuality Robert L. Crooks 2016-01-01 This is the most respected and authoritative college textbook
available on human sexuality. Written in a direct, non-judgmental manner, the thirteenth edition of OUR
SEXUALITY has been thoroughly and carefully updated to reﬂect the most current research ﬁndings and
psychosocial developments. It is the ﬁrst college text to deliver cutting-edge and in-depth emphasis on the
impact of politics on sexuality. Crooks and Baur keep students interested with the most exciting, emerging
research and coverage, and focus on strengthening their self-awareness and sexual intelligence. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Disinherited Majority Charles Derber 2015-11-17 Thomas Piketty's blockbuster 2014 book, Capital in the 21st
Century, may prove to be a game-changer, one of those rare books such as Friedan's The Feminine
Mystique, which helped spark a new feminist movement. The world-wide ﬂood of commentary suggests
Piketty's book has already opened a new conversation not only about inequality, but about class, capitalism
and social justice. Inherited wealth is at the heart of Capital in the 21st Century, and Derber shows how the
'disinherited majority' is likely to aﬀect the future. In his new book, Derber shows that there are actually 'two
Pikettys' - diﬀerent voices of the author on the 1%, inheritance, and capitalism itself - that create a
fascinating and unacknowledged hidden debate and conversation within the book. Drawing on Piketty's
discussion, Derber raises fourteen 'capital questions' - with new perspectives on caste and class warfare, the
Great Recession, the decline of the American Dream and the Occupy movement - that can guide a new
conversation about the past and future of capitalism. The Disinherited Majority will catalyse a conversation
beyond Piketty already emerging in colleges and universities, town halls, coﬀee shops, workplaces and
political parties and social movements; an essential class for all Americans.
Rankings and the Reshaping of Higher Education Ellen Hazelkorn 2015-03-23 University rankings have
gained popularity around the world and are now a signiﬁcant factor shaping reputation. This second edition
updates Ellen Hazelkorn's ﬁrst comprehensive study of rankings from a global perspective, drawing in new
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original research and extensive analysis. It is essential reading for policymakers, managers and scholars.
STEM Teachers and Teaching in the Digital Era Yifat Ben-David Kolikant 2020-02-20 This book brings
together researchers from Israel and Canada to discuss the challenges today's teachers and teacher‐
educators face in their practice. There is a growing expectation that the 21st century STEM teachers re‐
examine their teaching philosophies and adjust their practices to reﬂect the increasing role of digital
technologies. This expectation presents a signiﬁcant challenge to teachers, who are often asked to
implement novel technology‐rich pedagogies they did not have a chance to experience as students or
become comfortable with. To exacerbate this challenge, the 21st century teachers function not only in a
frequently‐changing educational reality manifested by continuous reforms, but are also bombarded by often
contradictory and competing demands from the legislators, administrators, parents, and students. How do
we break the vicious circle of reforms and support STEM teachers in making a real change in student
learning? This book is unique for at least three reasons. First, it showcases research situated in Israel and
Canada that examines the challenges today's teachers and teacher‐educators face in their practice. While
the governments of both countries emphasize STEM education, their approaches are diﬀerent and thus
provide for interesting comparisons. Second, in addition to including research-based chapters, prominent
scholars discuss the contributions in each of the book sections, problematizing the issues from a global
perspective. Third, technology has a potential to empower teachers in this era of change, and this book
provides the unique insights from each country, while allowing for comparisons, discussing solutions, and
asking new questions. This book will be of interest to all involved in STEM teacher education programs or
graduate programs in education, as well as to educational administrators interested in implementing
technology in their schools.
Urban Knowledge and Innovation Spaces Tan Yigitcanlar 2018-10-19 The expansion of knowledge economy,
globalization, and economic competitiveness has imparted importance of knowledge and innovation in local
economies worldwide. As a result, integrating knowledge generation and innovation considerations in urban
planning and development processes has become an important agenda for establishing sustainable growth
and long-term competitiveness of contemporary cities. Today, making space and place that concentrate on
knowledge generation and innovation is a priority for many cities across the globe. Urban knowledge and
innovation spaces are integrated centres of knowledge generation, learning, commercialization and lifestyle.
In other words, they are high-growth knowledge industry and worker clusters, and distinguish the functional
activity in an area, where agglomeration of knowledge and technological activities has positive externalities
for the rest of the city as well as ﬁrms located there. Urban knowledge and innovation spaces are generally
established with two primary objectives in mind: to be a seedbed for knowledge and technology and to play
an incubator role nurturing the development and growth of new, small, high-technology ﬁrms; and to act as a
catalyst for regional economic development that promotes economic growth and contributes to the
development of the city as a ‘knowledge or innovative city’. This book contains chapters reporting
investigation ﬁndings on diﬀerent aspects of urban knowledge and innovation spaces, such as urban
planning and design, innovation systems, urban knowledge management, and regional science. It was
originally published as a special issue of the Journal of Urban Technology.
Early Engineering Learning Lyn English 2018-05-29 This book addresses engineering learning in early
childhood, spanning ages 3 to 8 years. It explores why engineering experiences are important in young
children's overall development and how engineering is a core component of early STEM learning, including
how engineering education links and supports children's existing experiences in science, mathematics, and
design and technology, both before school and in the early school years. Promoting STEM education across
the school years is a key goal of many nations, with the realization that building STEM skills required by
societies takes time and needs to begin as early as possible. Despite calls from national and international
organisations, the inclusion of engineering-based learning within elementary and primary school programs
remains limited in many countries. Engineering experiences for young children in the pre-school or early
school years has received almost no attention, even though young children can be considered natural
engineers. This book addresses this void by exposing what we know about engineering for young learners,
including their capabilities for solving engineering-based problems and the (few) existing programs that are
capitalising on their potential.
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow Roslyn Arlin Mickelson 2017-11-14 Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow
provides a compelling analysis of the forces and choices that have shaped the trend toward the
resegregation of public schools. By assembling a wide range of contributors—historians, sociologists,
economists, and education scholars—the editors provide a comprehensive view of a community’s experience
with desegregation and economic development. Here we see resegregation through the lens of Charlotte,
North Carolina, once a national model of successful desegregation, and home of the landmark Swann
desegregation case, which gave rise to school busing. This book recounts the last forty years of Charlotte’s
desegregation and resegregation, putting education reform in political and economic context. Within a
decade of the Swanncase, the district had developed one of the nation’s most successful desegregation
plans, measured by racial balance and improved academic outcomes for both black and white students.
However, beginning in the 1990s, this plan was gradually dismantled. Today, the level of resegregation in
Charlotte has almost returned to what it was prior to 1971. At the core of Charlotte’s story is the relationship
between social structure and human agency, with an emphasis on how yesterday’s decisions and actions
deﬁne today’s choices.
Teaching Informational Text in K-3 Classrooms Mariam Jean Dreher 2015-09-19 Speciﬁcally designed for K-3
teachers, this accessible guide describes ways to use informational text creatively and eﬀectively in both
reading and writing instruction. The book presents lessons, read-alouds, and activities that motivate students
to engage with a wide variety of exemplary texts. Links to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) are
explained throughout. Key topics include how to build academic vocabulary, balance ﬁction and nonﬁction,
and address the needs of English language learners. Examples from diverse classrooms and end-of-chapter
discussion questions and engagement activities enhance the book's utility as a professional development
resource. Reproducible handouts and other tools can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11"
size.
SOC Nijole V. Benokraitis 2018-03-08 4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that
best suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect for those students who focus on the textbook as
their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Advances in Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing Antonio Celesti 2016-04-26 This volume contains
the technical papers presented in the seven high-quality workshops associated with the European
Conference on Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing, ESOCC 2015, held in Taormina, Italy, in September
2015: Third International Workshop on Cloud for IoT (CLloT 2015), 5th International Workshop on Adaptive
Services for the Future Internet (WAS4FI 2015), Second Workshop on Seamless Adaptive Multi-cloud
Management of Service-Based Applications (SeaClouds 2015), First International Workshop on Cloud
Adoption and Migration (CloudWay 2015), First International Workshop on Digital Enterprise Architecture and
Engineering (IDEA 2015), First Workshop on Federated Cloud Networking (FedCloudNet 2015). Abstracts of
the presentations held at the European Projects Forum (EU Projects 2015) are included in the back matter of
this volume. The 25 full papers and 6 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 48
submissions. They focus on speciﬁc topics in service-oriented and cloud computing domains such as limits
and /or advantages of existing cloud solutions, Future Internet technologies, eﬃcient and adaptive
deployment and management of service-based applications across multiple clouds, novel cloud service
migration practices and solutions, digitization of enterprises in the cloud computing era, federated cloud
networking services.
Race, Class, and Gentriﬁcation in Brooklyn Jerome Krase 2016-05-12 Krase and DeSena oﬀer a
comprehensive view from the street of two iconic Brooklyn neighborhoods, Crown Heights-Prospect-Leﬀerts
Gardens and Greenpoint-Williamsburg. They analyze the neighborhoods' precipitous decline and subsequent
spectacular rise.
World Cities Report 2016 UN-HABITAT 2016-07-14 The analysis of urban development of the past twenty
years presented in this maiden edition of the World Cities Report shows, with compelling evidence, that there
are new forms of collaboration and cooperation, planning, governance, ﬁnance and learning that can sustain
positive change. The Report unequivocally demonstrates that the current urbanization model is
unsustainable in many respects. It conveys a clear message that the pattern of urbanization needs to change
in order to better respond to the challenges of our time, to address issues such as inequality, climate
change, informality, insecurity, and the unsustainable forms of urban expansion.
Sexuality Now: Embracing Diversity Janell L. Carroll 2018-01-01 The fresh, fun, and hip approach of
SEXUALITY NOW: EMBRACING DIVERSITY, 6th Edition teaches students what they need and want to know
about sexuality while clearly conveying foundational biological and health issues and citing current and
classic research. A product of author Janell Carroll's partnership with her students, the text answers the
questions and concerns that students have about themselves and their sexuality with scientiﬁc fact,
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sensitivity, humor, and unmatched candor. Carroll presents the range of sexual orientations and behaviors
and takes into account the social, religious, ethnic, racial, and cultural contexts of today's students. The new
edition includes even more examples and research on sexual diversity both within and across cultures.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
On Unemployment Mark R. Reiﬀ 2015-10-07 With unemployment at historically high rates that show signs of
becoming structural, there is a pressing need for an in-depth exploration of this economic injustice.
Unemployment is one of the problems most likely to put critical pressure on our political institutions, disrupt
the social fabric of our way of life, and even threaten the continuation of liberalism itself. Despite the obvious
importance of the problem of unemployment, however, there has been a curious lack of attention paid to this
issue by contemporary non-Marxist political philosophers. On Unemployment explores the moral implications
of the problem of unemployment despite the continuing uncertainty involving both its causes and its cures.
Reiﬀ takes up a series of questions about the nature of unemployment and what justice has to tell us about
what we should do, if anything, to alleviate it. The book comprehensively discusses the related theory and
suggests how we might implement these more general observations in the real world. It addresses the
politics of unemployment and the extent to which opposition to some or all of the book's various proposals
stem not from empirical disagreements about the best solutions, but from more basic moral disagreements
about whether the reduction of unemployment is indeed an appropriate moral goal. This exciting new text
will be essential for scholars and readers across business, economics, and ﬁnance, as well as politics,
philosophy, and sociology.
That's What She Said Joanne Lipman 2018-02-22 A FINANCIAL TIMES BUSINESS BOOK OF THE MONTH
'Urgently needed' Charles Duhigg, bestselling author of THE POWER OF HABIT and SMARTER 'Attention, good
guys: this book is for you' Adam Grant, bestselling author of ORIGINALS and OPTION B with Sheryl Sandberg
'I know what you're thinking: 'Not another career guide-cum-manifesto, telling us to "woman up" and
demand more money.' But that isn't what Lipman says. Instead, she uses data, reams of it, to expose how
the system is rigged against women. She then calls for men to join the ﬁght to make the workplace more
equal' SUNDAY TIMES STYLE MAGAZINE Women spend their working lives adapting to an environment set up
for men, by men: from altering the way they speak to changing the clothes they wear to power posing. But
still the gender gap persists. And once you see it - women being overlooked, interrupted, their ideas credited
to men - it's impossible to ignore. But it needn't be this way. Diving deep into the wide range of government
initiatives, corporate experiments and social science research Joanne Lipman oﬀers fascinating new
revelations about the way men and women work culled from the Enron scandal, from brain research, from
transgender scientists and from Iceland's campaign to 'feminise' an entire nation. Packed with fascinating
and entertaining examples - from the woman behind the success of Tupperware to how Google reinvented its
hiring process - That's What She Said is a rallying cry to both men and women to ﬁnally take real steps
towards closing the gender gap. Previously published as WIN WIN: When Business Works for Women, It
Works for Everyone
M&F David Knox 2017-02-21 4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best
suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect for those students who focus on the textbook as their
main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Light of the Stars: Alien Worlds and the Fate of the Earth Adam Frank 2018-06-12 Winner of the 2019 Phi
Beta Kappa Award for Science "A valuable perspective on the most important problem of our time." —Adam
Becker, NPR Light of the Stars tells the story of humanity’s coming of age as we realize we might not be
alone in this universe. Astrophysicist Adam Frank traces the question of alien life from the ancient Greeks to
modern thinkers, and he demonstrates that recognizing the possibility of its existence might be the key to
save us from climate change. With clarity and conviction, Light of the Stars asks the consequential question:
What can the likely presence of life on other planets tell us about our own fate?
Human Development Report 2016 United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 2017-03-21 This
report focuses on how human development can be ensured for everyone, now and in future. It starts with an
account of the hopes and challenges of today’s world, envisioning where humanity wants to go. This vision
draws from and builds on the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals. It explores who has
been left behind in human development progress and why. It argues that to ensure that human development
reaches everyone, some aspects of the human development framework and assessment perspectives have
to be brought to the fore. The Report also identiﬁes the national policies and key strategies to ensure that
will enable every human being achieve at least basic human development and to sustain and protect the
gains.
ECRM2014-Proceedings of the 13th European Conference on Research Methodology for Business
and Management Studies Dr Martin Rich 2014-06-16
Relationship-Rich Education Peter Felten 2020-11-03 Ultimately, the book is an invitation—and a
challenge—for faculty, administrators, and student life staﬀ to move relationships from the periphery to the
center of undergraduate education.
Our Social World Jeanne H. Ballantine 2016-11-30 Inspire your students to develop their sociological
imaginations in Our Social World. Focused on deep learning rather than memorization, this book encourages
readers to analyze, evaluate, and apply information about the social world; to see the connection between
the world and personal events from a new perspective; and to confront sociological issues on a day-to-day
basis. Organized around the "Social World Model”, a conceptual framework used across chapters to see the
complex links between various micro- to macro-levels of the social system, students will develop the practice
of using three levels of analysis, and to view sociology as an integrated whole, rather than a set of discrete
subjects.
Compassion in Nursing Alistair Hewison 2017-09-16 Compassion has become a prominent issue in health
policy and practice and the recommendations of the Francis Report and the Berwick Review emphasised the
need for compassion in care. This timely and important text book provides a valuable resource for practicing
and student nurses which examines compassion in depth, but from a real world perspective. It appreciates
and discusses the emotional labour of care and the realities of practice which can make 'caring' and 'having
compassion' feel like a diﬃcult and impossible task. This is an essential guide for those seeking clarity and
depth in the analysis of compassion in contemporary nursing. Whether on a pre-qualifying undergraduate
degree or an experienced practitioner, this is a must-have book for anyone interested in creating a
compassionate health service.
Local Government in Australia Bligh Grant 2017-03-06 This book oﬀers a general introduction to and analysis
of the history, theory and public policy of Australian local government systems. Conceived in an international
comparative context and primarily from within the discipline of political studies, it also incorporates elements
of economics and public administration. Existing research tends to conceptualise Australian local
government as an element of public policy grounded in an 'administrative science' approach. A feature of
this approach is that generally normative considerations form only a latent element of the discussions, which
is invariably anchored in debates about institutional design rather than the normative defensibility of local
government. The book addresses this point by providing an account of the terrain of theoretical debate
alongside salient themes in public policy.
Sociology David M. Newman 2016-08-16 Adapted from David M. Newman’s best-selling Sociology: Exploring
the Architecture of Everyday Life, this briefer, streamlined version continues to show students how to see the
“unfamiliar in the familiar,” inspiring them to think critically about their own lives and social contexts. As in
the full text, the author’s approachable writing style and lively personal anecdotes make the Brief Edition a
text that “reads like a real book.” It uses the metaphors of “architecture” and “construction” to help students
understand that society is not something that exists “out there,” independently of themselves; it is a human
creation that is planned, formed, maintained, or altered by individuals. Rather than surveying every subﬁeld
in sociology, the Brief Edition focuses on the individual and society, the construction of self and society, and
social inequality in the context of social structures.
Progressivism in America David B. Woolner 2016 For several decades conservatives set the political
agenda in the United States, allowing them to focus the conversation on topics such as tax cuts, national
security, and social issues. It is increasingly becoming apparent, however, that this has begun to change.
Factors such as the election of the ﬁrst African-American President and the increasing diversity of the
population, the dramatic rise of income inequality, and the social liberalism of younger Americans indicate
that progressive political ideas are more inﬂuential today than at any point in four decades. This book is the
ﬁrst to oﬀer a comprehensive overview of progressive politics, combining historical analysis, a discussion of
policy priorities today, and a survey of the challenges ahead. Featuring essays by leading scholars, analysts,
and commentators, it is an indispensable guide to the ideas and debates that will shape American politics in
the coming years. With contributions from Joseph Stiglitz, E.J. Dionne, Jonathan Alter, Jacob Hacker, and Rosa
Brooks
Human Specialization in Design and Technology Patricia A. Young 2020-12-29 Human Specialization in
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classes allow students to enhance their critical thinking, writing, and reading skills; however, frequent use of
technology and online activity can be detrimental to students’ comprehension. Engaging 21st Century
Writers with Social Media is a pivotal reference source for the latest research on the integration of social
media platforms into academic writing classes, focusing on how such technology encourages writing and
enables students to grasp basic composition skills in classroom settings. Highlighting emerging theoretical
foundations and pedagogical practices, this book is ideally designed for educators, upper-level students,
researchers, and academic professionals.
Proceedings of IAC-TLEl 2016 collective of authors 2016-04-05 International Academic Conference on
Teaching, Learning and E-learning in Budapest, Hungary 2016 (IAC-TLEl 2016), Friday - Saturday, April 15 16, 2016
Bus ride to hell
Publish or Perish Imad A. Moosa 2018-01-26 Imad Moosa’s thought-provoking book explores the
contemporary doctrine that plagues the academic sphere: the principle of publish or perish. This book
identiﬁes the pressures placed upon academics to either publish their work regularly, or suﬀer the
consequences, including lack of promotion, or even redundancy.

Design and Technology explores emerging trends in learning and training—standardization, personalization,
customization, and specialization—with a unique focus on innovations speciﬁc to human needs and
conditions. Analyzing evidence from current academic research as well as the popular press, this concise
volume deﬁnes and examines the trajectory of instructional design and technologies toward more humancentered and specialized products, services, processes, environments, and systems. Examples from
education, healthcare, business, and other sectors oﬀer real-world demonstrations for scholars and graduate
students of educational technology, instructional design, and business development. The book features
insights into the future of professors, public schools, equity and access, extended technologies, open
educational resources, and more, concluding with a set of concrete solutions.
OECD Economic Surveys: Turkey 2014 OECD 2014-07-10 OECD's 2014 Economic Survey of Turkey examines
recent economic developments, policies and prospects. The special chapter looks at structural change in the
business sector.
Engaging 21st Century Writers with Social Media Bryant, Kendra N. 2016-08-23 Basic composition
courses have become a fundamental requirement for the major of university degrees available today. These
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